
Listen: Receive the information objectively and with an open-mind.

Reflect: Think about your potential role and participation in the action strategies and

information you are taking in.

Act: This phase is where you will take your first step into action.  Here, you will take the

plans you develop in this program and put them to use in whichever field of aid or

development work you choose to engage with in the future. Although we won’t carry

out our action plans until the end of Week Two, start to consider how you will actualize

your plans of action either at a local or global level.

Repeat: Take your knowledge and realizations of what you’ve grasped of the week’s

concepts and listen again with greater perceptiveness, reflect again with your more

refined critical eye, and then reconsider your action plan and make adjustments as you

see fit.

Introduction: You will use this Workbook to reflect on your learnings for the
week. Here, you'll find a reminder of the guiding questions for the week, the
required videos and articles you were asked to engage with, the activity for
the week, additional resources that may help you learn and a space for notes.

Our program is designed to follow this cyclical model:

WEEK ONE

Paradigm Shifts and Why They Matter: The
System We Exist In



Guiding Questions:

How does accompaniment reshape the way aid is seen and done?

What role does your sector play in this paradigm shift and how would
you like to fill that role as an individual? 

If you are currently working in the field, what role does your sector
play in this paradigm shift and how would you like to fill that role as an
individual?

Required Materials:

Webinar: Guest Speaker, Galya Ben-Arieh on a general overview of the
sector

Watch: The Change that is Needed - A New Generation of Forced
Migration | 4 minutes

Watch: Our Refugee System is Failing. Here's how we can fix it |
Alexander Betts | 18 minutes

Watch: Say No to the Savior Complex | Jordan Flaherty | 3 minutes

WEEK ONE WORKBOOK
Paradigm Shifts and Why They Matter: The System We Exist In 
Time commitment: Maximum two hours

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGemzoColGA&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0zpho7_-T6r36Cn3lB6YdoJehhtpREBe8FAXVACflReppObY8os-44WB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vA6izIe5Crg
https://www.ted.com/talks/alexander_betts_our_refugee_system_is_failing_here_s_how_we_can_fix_it/transcript?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDyGDNnXbec

